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About This Game

Hey, boys and girls, check out this modest casual game "three in a row."
The goal is simple as a roasted cucumber. The gambling field is studded with jewels, you need to swipe the same diamonds in a

row to clear the field. By combining more than three stones, you gain special combinations of explosions, lightning bolts and
other abilities that remove small sectors and entire lines or group of same diamonds at a time. The more powerful the

combination, the more points,that are so necessary for passing to the next level, you will get. From the points scored and the
speed of completion, depends on the rank of performance (from one to three stars). Ah yes , for each level you are given a

certain time to pass. Not completed within timer - the level again.
  The game has two modes. Arcade (this is just the one with a timer) and Classic.

In the arcade mode, you need to clear all the cells, and after that the "mini boss" of the level will drop out, the red star that needs
to be moved below the playing field by cleaning the stones under it.

In the classical mode there is no timer, but here to complete the level you need to score a certain number of points (but no one
hurries you).

  So, the playing field. The stones are arranged in cells that are cleaned by combos with stones stacked in a row. The cells can be
reusable and even frozen.

 The game has many levels and even there are girls.
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Unnecessary difficulty.
The patterns where you can´t access the crystals make this game a gamble, where you need extreme luck to progress.
Alongside the other features like frozen crystals and the breakout tiles, you probably soon repeat each level multiple times
before the unforgiving clock kicks you out one step before the finish. Or you make one move, are out of moves, shuffling,
deleting the extremely scarce and vital time bonus, make a move, run out of moves, rince and repeat.
If you like a very long run to get an achievement for each of the 297 levels, you get a lot of game for small bucks. I would give a
neutral review if possible.. Very cheap simple game where you have to collect 3 things in a row......
Not worth single dollar. Why? Levels are the same, copy&pasta and rotated.
Very often you are getting "no more move" because most of levels are hard to collect 3 things in row.
And it's working very slow. about 3 seconds until game realize you can do nothing.
And that time.... maybe going slow but when your diamonds are shuffling.... well.... Unnecessary difficulty.
The patterns where you can\u00b4t access the crystals make this game a gamble, where you need extreme luck to progress.
Alongside the other features like frozen crystals and the breakout tiles, you probably soon repeat each level multiple times
before the unforgiving clock kicks you out one step before the finish. Or you make one move, are out of moves, shuffling,
deleting the extremely scarce and vital time bonus, make a move, run out of moves, rince and repeat.
If you like a very long run to get an achievement for each of the 297 levels, you get a lot of game for small bucks. I would give a
neutral review if possible.. Literally candy crush lmao
10/10 too much water. I have completed all levels for about 50 hours but why is the achievement level 99, 198 & 297 not open
whether it is a mistake
+ Relax Sound

- Waifu is not sexy
Suggestion: Add custom bikini clothes. nice game but i dont get why there are womans in the background. A simple relazing
Match 3 game with a surprising amount of levels.

It has two game modes, one that behaves like bejeweled and one that behaves like jewel quest.

Worth it if you like Match 3 games and need something new.. I liked match3 games, including this one, but sometimes you get
bored because this word "No More Moves". Overall Good Games.. a Simple match 3 game that doesnt have many extra's or
mini games, it does however have nearly 300 levels, so easily 50 plus hours of playtime to enjoy. So any match 3 fan will enjoy
this title.. This game is ridiculous in a very good way. Great time waster and very addicting. Some levels can be a little
frustrating, but other than that its good. It reminds me a lot of Columns from Sega, of which I've been addicted to since I was
young.

Definitely grab this if you need time wasting awesomeness :)
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For a match game Star Sweet is pretty much run of the mill. It does what it does well but boring for a match three game.
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